
  vocals and bass

„Bold loops and gentle poetry -
the duo ZATIE crosses musical borders.“ 

Kevin Hemkemeier and Mylène Kroon are ZATIE: striking, unique and stylish. 
With their two instruments, double bass and voice, they fully exploit their sound 
potential. Together, they create a complex layer of sounds, ranging from 
breathtaking transparency to an impressively dense atmosphere.

Kevin and Mylène are classically trained musicians and got to know each other 
during their studies at the Hochschule für Musik Detmold. Both also completely 
at home in the jazz and pop area, they developed a passion for improvisation and 
contemporary music. Because of this versatility they constantly surprise their 
listeners with unexpected harmonies, timbres and melodies, and compose a 
unique musical story.

The English, Dutch and German lyrics of the songs are written by the singer 
Mylène. In her light and free manner she questions the world, love and life and 
makes the listener feel that she knows exactly what she's singing about. 

ZATIE captivates their listeners until the very last sound. 



Kevin Hemkemeier - Bass

Kevin Hemkemeier, born in Bielefeld (DE), is a double bassist, electric bassist and
composer rooted in many genres, exploiting his full musical potential. He came to
bass playing though the cello and has been studying classical double bass with 
Prof. Stanislau Arnischenko at the Detmold conservatory since 2014. He 
constantly moves between jazz, pop and classical music and plays internationally
in various ensembles.

Mylène Kroon - vocals

Mylène Kroon, born in Utrecht (Netherlands), first studied classical singing in 
Zwolle (NL) and completed her Master's in Opera singing at the Detmold 
Conservatory with Prof. Caroline Thomas and Lars Woldt. Apart from opera, 
oratorio is one of her main focuses. As a soloist she has performed in Italy, 
Scotland, Germany and the Netherlands. After completing her studies, she 
devoted herself to jazz music and began to write and compose. Soon her first 
band "Mylène Kroon & Maesters" was formed, with which she released her debut 
album "Nacht".

Mylène Kroon is a holder of the renowned Dutch "VSB Fonds Beurs" scolarship. 
In addition to her concert activities she is employed as a lecturer for singing at 
the University of Paderborn since the summer semester 2017. 


